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concept has been expanded, in the meantime, to a World 
Land-Bridge to bring people together, which has gained 
many friends and supporters throughout the world. 
Such a worldwide infrastructure and development pro-
gram would hoist us onto the next higher economic 
platform, where hunger and underdevelopment could 
be eliminated forever.

If the nations united in the UN General Assembly 
decide to replace the profoundly immoral and unjust 
system of globalization by an order based on an alliance 
of sovereign republics—in the tradition of John Quincy 
Adams—to work together in the common interests of 
mankind, our civilization can enter, consciously, into 
the next phase of evolution.

Why should that not be possible? We are the only 
creatures who, thanks to human creativity, can con-
sciously improve the basis of our existence through sci-
entific and technological innovation, and thus raise our 
living standards and life expectancy. Likewise, we are 
the only species which can scientifically determine 
with precision where the next step of research into the 
physical order of Creation must lie, to ensure the con-
tinued existence of our species in the universe.

The Earth is not a closed, entropic system of finite 
resources. Our Solar System and our galaxy are only a 
tiny part of the Universe, which develops itself anti-
entropically. What is wonderful about our order of Cre-
ation is that there exists a verifiable concordance be-
tween the laws of the macrocosmos—the Universe—and 
of the microcosmos—our creative reason—which is 
expressed in the physical power of our immaterial 
ideas.

What we need today, more than anything else, is a 
tender love for mankind, an audacious vision for the 
future which looks at our planet from the perspective of 
astronauts and cosmonauts who see no borders, but 
only one mankind, while at the same time looking to the 
stars.

Friedrich Schiller said as much in his poem, and 
Ludwig van Beethoven in his 9th Symphony put those 
words to music:

“Every man becomes a brother, . . .
Take this kiss throughout the world!
Brothers o’er the stars unfurl’d
Must reside a loving father.”
Our tormented mankind needs courageous leaders, 

committed to the mission of leading the world out of the 
danger zones of destruction into a better future, which 
is within reach!

u.S. and Iran open 
Diplomatic Track
Sept. 30—In his public announcement of the short 
phone conversation between President Barack Obama 
and Iranian President Hassan Rouhani—the first con-
tact between an American President and an Iranian 
leader since 1979—Obama announced that he had di-
rected Secretary of State John Kerry to pursue active 
diplomacy with Iran, and added:

“I do believe that there is a basis for a resolution. 
Iran’s Supreme Leader has issued a fatwa against the 
development of nuclear weapons. President Rouhani 
has indicated that Iran will never develop nuclear weap-
ons. I have made clear that we respect the right of the 
Iranian people to access peaceful nuclear energy in the 
context of Iran meeting its obligations. So the test will 
be meaningful, transparent, and verifiable actions, 
which can also bring relief from the comprehensive in-
ternational sanctions.”

The U.S. President’s announcement came following 
a week in which the Iranian President and his foreign 
minister engaged in a number of public appearances 
with leading U.S. institutions and media outlets, where 
they put forward their own ideas for reaching a deal on 
the so-called nuclear issue with the United States. At 
the same time, a session of the UN negotiating team for 
Iran, the so-called P5+1 (the U.S., France, Great Brit-
ain, Russia, China, and Germany), held Sept. 26 in New 
York City, resulted in the scheduling of the next session 
with Iran for Oct. 15 in Geneva.

A meeting between Kerry and Iranian Foreign Min-
ister Javad Zarif after the P5+1 meeting apparently led 
to an outline of a set of specific confidence-building 
steps to be taken by both sides, according to a senior 
U.S. intelligence source. The source reported that, 
while the contents of the Kerry-Zarif talks will be kept 
secret, some details are known. Kerry conveyed that the 
United States does not intend to carry out regime change 
in Iran. The United States is prepared to lift sanctions 
on a reciprocal basis for every step that Iran takes 
toward verifiably ending any nuclear weapons pro-
gram. Zarif indicated that Iran would be prepared to 
provide details about their pre-2003 weaponization 
program, which has been completely shut down since 
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then. The United States would begin by lifting certain 
sanctions that cut off the flow of oil revenues to the Ira-
nian government, and would take other measures that 
could immediately increase Iranian oil exports by 
500,000 barrels per day.

Previous talks between Iran and the U.S. have been 
sabotaged from both sides. The Iranian side’s opposi-
tion has roots in both ideological fanaticism, and in re-
actions to the repeated false accusations and vehement 
hostility from the West. On the U.S. side, sabotage has 
been carried out through both the murderous tightening 
of sanctions, and the refusal to admit Iran’s right to nu-
clear enrichment, as part of its right to peaceful nuclear 
energy.

Thus, the open discussion by the U.S. of the poten-
tial for incrementally lifting sanctions, in response to 
Iranian actions on its nuclear program, and of Iran’s in-
herent right to enrichment, represents a significant shift. 
For his part, Zarif not only reiterated Iran’s commit-
ment not to seek nuclear weapons, but also agreed that 
issues such as shutting down the Fordo reactor, expand-
ing inspections, and renouncing 20% enrichment would 
be on the table.

Another indication of the seriousness of what both 
sides have called a slight thaw in a 35-year chill, is the 
fact that both the U.S. and France are discussing the 
possibility of Iran participating in the expected Geneva 
II conference on resolving the Syria crisis. Iran’s in-
volvement has long been advocated by the Russians.

There was immediate opposition in both the U.S. 
and Iran. The loudest protest has come from (de facto 
British puppet) Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netan-
yahu, who met in Washington with Obama today, and 
who is expected to stamp his feet during his address to 
the UN General Assembly on Oct. 1. But even Netan-
yahu does not have unanimity within his government, 
as a commentary by his Finance Minister Yair Lapid on 
Sept. 25 showed. Lapid criticized Netanyahu for de-
manding that the Israeli delegation walk out during the 
Iranian President’s address to the United Nations.

In the U.S., the war faction is also blustering, but the 
actions of institutions such as the Council on Foreign 
Relations and the Asia Society, in hosting the top Ira-
nian spokesmen, indicate that the momentum for nego-
tiations is picking up steam. Whether Obama could be 
compelled to abjure the war path, is not at all clear.
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